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 16.	Lester gave Charles 5 cents for a ball
and had 4 cents left.    How much had he at
first?
 17.	How many fingers have you; how many
thumbs?     How   many   fingers   and   thumbs
together have you?
 18.	Three  spools  of thread  cost  12  cents;
what is the cost of one spool?
 19.	Alice bought some oranges for 8 cents
and some nuts for 3 cents and gave the store-
keeper a  10-cent  piece  and  a  5-cent  piece.
How much change was given back to her?
 20.	How many cents in four 2-cent pieces
and a 5-cent piece?
 21.	A little girl bought 8 pears and had 5
more  given   her.     How  many more  than  a
dozen had she then?
 22.	If two gallons of milk were spilled out
of  a  full   lO-quart   pail,   how  many   quarts
would be left?
 23.	A room is 5 yards and 1 foot long; how
many feet long is it?
 24.	If you drink 1 pint of milk every day
for  two  weeks,   how  many  pints  will   you
drink?   Can you tell how much it oosts at 5
cents a pint?
Second Year
General Suggestions. With the number
background of the first year, which consists
largely of concrete experiences and observa-
tions of number relations, the child hi the
second year is ready (1) to become familiar
with number facts, to master the facts which
in the first year he observed in a general way,
and to tabulate these facts in some convenient
form, as in tables; (2) with his greater
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maturity and more varied experiences, his
outlook on concrete situations broadens, and
his field for number experiences and observa-
tions is extended; his concrete problems are
greater in number and more varied in kind
than during the first year.
Outline of Work. 1. Ideas, Measure,
count; meaning of sum and difference; know
the 45 simple addition and subtraction facts.
Get the idea of ratio, or times; see it as dis-
tinct from addition; pass from addition to
multiplication; this means the development
of the power of abstracting and generaliz-
ing; 6 is no longer merely 4 and 2, or 5 and
1, but is 6 times 1, or 2 times 3, or 3 times 2,
2. Expression, Beading and writing Ara-
bic BTOerals to 1,000; Boman numerals to
 L, if used in the Second Reader; reading
and writing time from the clock ] easy work in
dollars and cents; signs, -[-, —, X? *t-j =*
$, <?.
3.	Processes,    (a)   Simple   addition  and
subtraction; numbers to be of not more than
three orders.
 (b)	Tables through the 5's.    Counting by
2's, 37s, 47s and 5?s, using the tables stated.
 (c)	Simple  multiplication  and   division;
numbers to be of not more than three orders,
each digit less than 6.   Comparisons of num-
bers.

 4.	Fractions.   Halve?, fourths, thirds and
sixths.
 5.	Denominate Numbers.     Cent,    nickel,
dime, quarter, half-dollar, dollar; inch, foot,
yard; pint, quart, peck; time in hours, half-
and quarter-hours, using clock; degrees, using
thermometer.
 6.	Measuring,    Free   measuring    (using
foot rule and yard stick) of parts of objects
and of entire objects in the room; elementary
work  in   area,  using  rectangles  made  by
pupils.
 7.	Problems.   In this grade children are
much interested in each other; comparative
height and weight interest them.
We measured Minna, Carl and Anna.
Minna was 3 feet 6 inches high, Carl was 4
feet 1 inch high, and Anna 3 feet 9 inches
high. Who is the tallest? How much taller
is Anna than Minna.
Encourage the making of original prob-
lems like the above, involving one step only.
Often a problem of considerable difficulty
is easily solved by pupils if connected with
the work they like, as the following, corre-
lated with nature work:
We find that the twig we measured grew
1% inches last year, and that this year it
grew 2% inches. How much more did it
grow this year than last?
8.	Generalization,   I   know   how   many
pounds of candy I have and how many boxes
I wish to put it in.   How shall I find how
much I should put into each box?
You know the length of one side of a
square. How can you find the distance
around it? Make a picture and explain.
Helps 011 tie Outline. Playing Store,
Playing store is a delightful occupation at
this age. Almost every bit of formal grade
work can be done through this medium.
With real money or toy money interesting
things may be bought and sold,

